Predictive neural networks for gene expression data analysis.
Gene expression data generated by DNA microarray experiments have provided a vast resource for medical diagnosis and disease understanding. Most prior work in analyzing gene expression data, however, focuses on predictive performance but not so much on deriving human understandable knowledge. This paper presents a systematic approach for learning and extracting rule-based knowledge from gene expression data. A class of predictive self-organizing networks known as Adaptive Resonance Associative Map (ARAM) is used for modelling gene expression data, whose learned knowledge can be transformed into a set of symbolic IF-THEN rules for interpretation. For dimensionality reduction, we illustrate how the system can work with a variety of feature selection methods. Benchmark experiments conducted on two gene expression data sets from acute leukemia and colon tumor patients show that the proposed system consistently produces predictive performance comparable, if not superior, to all previously published results. More importantly, very simple rules can be discovered that have extremely high diagnostic power. The proposed methodology, consisting of dimensionality reduction, predictive modelling, and rule extraction, provides a promising approach to gene expression analysis and disease understanding.